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“Practice in a classroom is formative to the extent that evidence about 
student achievement is elicited, interpreted, and used by teachers, 
learners, or their peers, to make decisions about the next steps in 
instruction that are likely to be better, or better founded, than the 
decisions they would have taken in the absence of the evidence that 
was elicited.”

Black and Wiliam: Defining Formative Assessment

Black, P. and Wiliam D. “Developing the theory of formative assessment.” Educational Assessment, Evaluation and Accountability. 21:5-31 (2009)



Wiliam: A Framework for Formative Assessment

Where the learner is going Where the learner is

right now How to get there

Teacher Clarifying learning intentions 
and criteria for success

Engineering effective 
classroom discussions and 

other learning tasks that elicit 
evidence of student 

understanding

Providing feedback that 
moves learners forward

Peer
Understanding and sharing 

learning intentions and 
criteria for success

Activating students as instructional resources for one 
another

Learner
Understanding learning 

intentions and criteria for 
success

Activating students as the owners of their own learning

Dylan Wiliam, Embedded Formative Assessment. Solution Tree (2011)
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Clarifying, Sharing, and Understanding Learning Intentions and 
Criteria for Success

• Rubric Design:


• Three key components in presenting learning intentions and success criteria to students:


• WALT: we are learning to


• WILF: what I'm looking for


• TIB: this is because


• Make explicit progressions within rubrics, and progressions across rubrics


• Provide examples of work for rubric items



Advanced Proficient Basic Below Basic

Topic Topic is clear Topic is generally 
clear Topic is vague Topic is unclear

Focus Demonstrates focus 
on topic

Minor lapses in 
focus on topic

Major lapses in 
focus on topic

Fails to demonstrate 
focus on topic

… … … … …

Traditional Rubric Design



Advanced Proficient Basic Below Basic

Pretty noises Has multiple pretty 
noises

Has only one pretty 
noise No pretty noises Bad, bad, ugly 

noises

Photos Lots of colorful 
photos One colorful photo No colorful photos Ugly, drab photos

(Oh yeah, we’ll get 
to why they created 
this - eventually…)

… … … …

X



Example: A Rubric for Concept Maps 
(Shuman et al., 2004)

Shuman, L.J., M.E. Besterfield-Sacre, J. Gerchak, M. Lyons and H. Wolfe. “Scoring Concept Maps: An Integrated Rubric for Assessing Engineering Education.” Journal of Engineering Education. 105-115 (April 2004)



Example: A Rubric for Sociology Online Discussion 
(Evans, 2010)



Example: A Rubric for Sociology Online Discussion 
(Evans, 2015)

The previous nine item rubric was simplified down to the following six items:


• Group A (0-6 points): 

• Content


• Sociological Thought


• Use of Material


• Group B (0-2 points): 

• Number of Posts


• Time of Posting


• Writing



Designing Rubrics

• Separate out rubric into semantic and syntactic components


• Decide the relative weight of semantic vs. syntactic components


• Decide which are your minor activities and tasks, and which are major ones


• Keep minor activities to no more than 3 rubric items, and major activities to no more than 6 rubric items


• Consider using binary rubric items, which indicate presence/absence of a key component



Designing Rubrics - An Example Skeleton

Minor Activity Low Mid High
Semantic Item 0 2 4
Syntactic Item 0 1 2

Binary Item

(either semantic or syntactic)

0 1

Major Activity Low Mid High
Semantic Item A 0 4 6
Semantic Item B 0 4 6

Semantic Binary Item 0 4
Syntactic Item A 0 1 2
Syntactic Item B 0 1 2

Syntactic Binary Item 0 1



Eliciting Evidence of Learners' Achievement in the Classroom

• Asking questions in class:


• Chosen to act as a discussion/thinking trigger


• Should provide info for varying instruction on the fly and in the long term


• Examples:


• ConcepTest


• POE (Predict-Observe-Explain)


• TPS (Think-Pair-Share)


• Virtual Whiteboard



Brief Lecture or Group Discussion
(~10 minutes)

ConcepTest
(~1-2 minutes)

Between 30-75% of 
students answer correctly

Fewer than 30% of 
students answer correctly

More than 75% of
students answer correctly

Peer Discussion:
students try to convince each other

(~2-3 minutes)

The instructor
explains remaining misconceptions

The instructor
revisits and explains the concept

ConcepTest
(~1-2 minutes)

Mazur, E. Peer Instruction - A User's Manual. Prentice Hall (1997)



Substitution 
Tech acts as a direct tool substitute, with no functional 

change

Augmentation 
Tech acts as a direct tool substitute, with functional 

improvement

Modification 
Tech allows for significant task redesign

Redefinition 
Tech allows for the creation of new tasks, previously 

inconceivable

http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/1041
http://itunes.apple.com/us/itunes-u/shakespeares-sonnets-video/id407477535


Substitution 
Tech acts as a direct tool substitute, with no functional 

change

Augmentation 
Tech acts as a direct tool substitute, with functional 

improvement

Modification 
Tech allows for significant task redesign

Redefinition 
Tech allows for the creation of new tasks, previously 

inconceivable

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/word-collage/id527057508?mt=8


Substitution 
Tech acts as a direct tool substitute, with no functional 

change

Augmentation 
Tech acts as a direct tool substitute, with functional 

improvement

Modification 
Tech allows for significant task redesign

Redefinition 
Tech allows for the creation of new tasks, previously 

inconceivable

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/eclicker-presenter/id519171580?mt=8


Substitution 
Tech acts as a direct tool substitute, with no functional 

change

Augmentation 
Tech acts as a direct tool substitute, with functional 

improvement

Modification 
Tech allows for significant task redesign

Redefinition 
Tech allows for the creation of new tasks, previously 

inconceivable

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/imovie/id377298193?mt=8


Providing Feedback that Moves Learners Forward

• The feedback process must provide a recipe for future action

• Feedback should:


• Relate explicitly to goals/rubrics

• Be more work for the recipient than the donor, i.e., not just right/wrong – make them think about what 

did not work

• Be focused: less is more


• How:

• Scores or praise alone do not provide this; comments do

• Supplying minimal scaffolded responses (i.e., where the student got stuck) >> supplying a full response 

to the problem

• This emphasizes the crucial role of the draft object and process


• Oral feedback >> written feedback

• Consider using recordings


• Provide time for students to use this feedback



Activating Students as Instructional Resources for One Another

• Two key elements:


• Group goals


• Individual accountability


• Reciprocal help only works when it takes the form of elaborated explanations:


• Not simple answers or procedures


• Looks to the upper levels of Bloom for both participants


• Reciprocal help is more effective (by a factor of up to 4) if the product being assessed is the result of the 
aggregate of individual contributions, rather than just one group product



Activating Students as Owners of their Own Learning

• Effective self-assessment is up to twice as effective as other-assessment


• Two key components:


• Metacognition


• Motivation


• The role of the draft process and object resurfaces as a crucial component here


• Important Tools:


• Learning logs and journals


• Learning portfolios
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